
      

 
 

 
 
Michael Eastman captures the eternal present at DNJ Gallery 
By Leah Ollman 
 
June 20, 2008 
 
Photographs keep a subject alive and at the same time mark its passing. The friction between a 
photograph's perpetual now and its memorial then can saturate an image with poignancy -- the reprieve 
of preservation tempering a wrenching sense of loss. 
 
This dynamic plays out powerfully in Michael Eastman's photographs of "Vanishing America." DNJ 
Gallery's selection of 16 large color prints from an extensive series shot over 3 1/2 years across 40 
states makes for a moving, piquant and beautiful show. It reads as a tender ode to a bygone social and 
architectural landscape, an environment consisting of the idiosyncratic, particular and human-scaled. 
 
Eastman's pictures of small-town main streets, old movie theaters, motels and restaurants invite 
nostalgic retrospection, maybe even a little romanticized idealizing. Those brick facades and hand-
painted signs seem to describe a landscape built of earnestness, especially compared with the big-box 
stores and strip malls we patronize now. 
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Obsolescence has a seductive patina, and Eastman exploits it well. He shoots many of his subjects under 
stormy skies, as if to amplify the threat the sites face. He also pictures streets emptied of pedestrians 
and businesses devoid of customers, reinforcing the mood of abandonment. Mainly, though, he 
composes images with gorgeous precision, an acute sense of color and deep affection. 
 
"Guadalupe" is an impeccable example. Eastman photographs the brick side of a building on a 
commercial street. On the left half of the wall is painted a map of California with a hand pointing to the 
town's location on the central coast. The state is rendered in flat white and the Pacific vivid turquoise, 
rhyming with the equally vibrant blue cover on a car parked in the scrappy lot beside the wall. To the 
right of the map, the brick wall is unpainted but for a fading ad for Gold Medal Flour that further engages 
with the layering of time. "Eventually," the ad reads, "Gold Medal Flour. Why Not Now." Beneath the 
sign stands the lot's only other car, a rust-colored van that echoes the tones of the exposed brick. 
 
Eastman credits Rothko with teaching him about color, and the lessons were well learned. Beyond their 
documentary value, the photographs have an independent energy derived solely from their chromatic 
relationships. Golden fall leaves dust the ground around the little "Le Happy" cafe, painted mustard with 
black trim. Metal outdoor chairs painted in combinations of pumpkin and forest green set off jazzy 
syncopation standing against a coral house trimmed in teal. 
 
Eastman is equally attentive to clean, architectonic structure, carefully orchestrating balance and rhythm. 
In a picture of a boarded-up old theater, for instance, he includes the street's double yellow lines within 
the frame, not just to offset the building's dingy white facade, murky teal boards and crisp aqua sky but 
to underline the scene, doubly and in highlighter, signaling significance and urgency. 
 
Walker Evans' legacy is evident throughout Eastman's work: a love of the vernacular, a consistent, 
frontal approach, and fondness for signage -- hand-lettered, misspelled, dotted with errors caused by 
time and neglect. Above the sign for the mint-green, still-in-business Club Che-Ches hovers another, 
embossed in the original architecture, whispering "FANTASY." A rundown facade on Commercial 
Avenue in Cairo, Ill., announces its own lost currency with a sign reading, "If it new DOTTY has it! (sic)" 
 
Eastman, who lives in St. Louis and has also shot the faded splendors of Cuba, has a close contemporary 
in Jeff Brouws, a fellow photographer of the overlooked and obsolete. Eastman's subjects are vanishing, 
and he has diligently raced to record their shabby charm. His project sings plaintively of loss but itself is 
an act of progress and affirmation. 
 
DNJ Gallery, 154 1/2 N. La Brea Ave., (323) 931-1311, through July 19. Closed Sundays and Mondays. 
www.dnjgallery.net 


